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Abstract: With the rapid advancement of autonomous vehicles reshaping urban transportation, the
importance of innovative traffic management solutions has escalated. This research addresses these
challenges through the deployment of roadside units (RSUs), aimed at enhancing traffic flow and
safety within the autonomous driving era. Our research, conducted in diverse road settings such as
straight and traffic circle roads, delves into the RSUs’ capacity to diminish traffic density and alleviate
congestion. Employing vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, we can scrutinize its essential
role in navigating autonomous vehicles, incorporating basic safety messages (BSMs) and probe
vehicle data (PVD) to accurately monitor vehicle presence and status. This paper presupposes the
connectivity of all vehicles, contemplating the integration of on-board units or on-board diagnostics
in legacy vehicles to extend connectivity, albeit this aspect falls beyond the work’s current ambit.
Our detailed experiments on two types of roads demonstrate that vehicle behavior is significantly
impacted when density reaches critical thresholds of 3.57% on straight roads and 34.41% on traffic
circle roads. However, it is important to note that the identified threshold values are not absolute. In
our experiments, these thresholds represent points at which the behavior of one vehicle begins to
significantly impact the flow of two or more vehicles. At these levels, we propose that RSUs intervene
to mitigate traffic issues by implementing measures such as prohibiting lane changes or restricting
entry to traffic circles. We propose a new message set in PVD for RSUs: road balance. Using this
message, RSUs can negotiate between vehicles. This approach underscores the RSUs’ capability to
actively manage traffic flow and prevent congestion, highlighting their critical role in maintaining
optimal traffic conditions and enhancing road safety.

Keywords: roadside unit; vehicle-to-infrastructure; traffic congestion; basic safety message; probe
vehicle data

1. Introduction

The advent of autonomous vehicles is fundamentally changing the paradigm of mod-
ern urban transportation. These vehicles are based on advanced sensor technology [1–3],
sophisticated artificial intelligence algorithms [3–8], and continuously evolving machine
learning systems, enabling safe and efficient operation without driver intervention. These
technologies offer a variety of benefits, including reducing traffic accidents, increasing the
capacity of the road network, and improving overall traffic flow, which can improve the
sustainable development of cities and quality of life [9]. Realizing this potential requires
a deep understanding and systematic improvement of existing transportation systems
and infrastructure.
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This paper discusses the role of the roadside units (RSUs) and how they interact with
autonomous vehicles. The RSUs are important components of transportation infrastructure
and exchange information with autonomous vehicles through vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communications [10,11]. This communication provides vehicles with important infor-
mation such as real-time traffic conditions, road conditions, and safety-related warnings,
increasing vehicle operating efficiency and improving traffic safety. As shown in Figure 1,
we experimented with how to reduce traffic congestion and improve traffic flow by inter-
acting with vehicles within a radius of roughly 700 m, considering the performance of the
RSUs we own. The reason for calculating 700 m is that RSU is also used as a network model,
and the network is generally divided into honeycomb-shaped boundaries [12,13]. Because
it is located outside the road, there is a limit to the impact when there are many lanes.

The basic safety message (BSM) [11,14,15] is generated by vehicles and facilitates both
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Conversely, probe vehicle data (PVD) [14] originate from Roadside Units (RSUs),
serving as infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication. These critical messages enable
the exchange of vital vehicle information and assist in navigational negotiations among
vehicles. Applicable to both connected and autonomous vehicles, BSMs and PVD play
distinct roles. In connected vehicles, drivers receive these messages and make informed
decisions, whereas, in autonomous vehicles, decision-making is managed by the central
processing unit, incorporating sensor data from the vehicle. The significance of these
messages lies in their direct impact on driving dynamics and safety.

Since BSMs among vehicles can be viewed in the RSU, the presence or absence of
vehicles and driving negotiations can be known in areas affected by the RSU. Moreover,
the RSU’s capability to dispatch messages to vehicles through robe vehicle data (PVD)
empowers it to regulate vehicular traffic. Utilizing this understanding, we developed BSM
and PVD models and conducted simulations in CANoePro [16]. By configuring traffic
information and road environments to mirror real-world conditions closely, our simulations
aimed to replicate potential driving scenarios. This approach allows us to analyze situations
prone to traffic congestion. The simulator employed in this research serves as a digital twin,
facilitating preliminary studies before implementing these insights in actual traffic systems.
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A digital twin plays an important role in modern transportation systems, especially
the interaction among autonomous vehicles and RSUs. We plan to use the simulator
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CANoePro as a digital twin that can be compared to the real world. This technology
creates precise digital replicas of the actual physical environment, allowing the behavior
of complex systems to be simulated and predicted. In the context of urban transportation,
digital twins contain a wide range of information, including real-time traffic data, road
network conditions, and vehicle driving patterns. Experiments with these digital twins can
help maximize road use efficiency, reduce traffic congestion, and improve safety. These
technologies are also used to model complex traffic scenarios and predict the effectiveness of
various traffic management strategies. For example, signal timing adjustments to improve
traffic flow on specific road sections, lane change regulations, and response plans in
emergency situations can be simulated. They also help city planners and transportation
engineers proactively assess and optimize the impact of future road network expansions,
infrastructure improvements, and transportation policy changes.

Efficient interaction among autonomous vehicles and RSUs can be designed and
greatly improved through digital twins. The digital twin analyzes data collected by RSUs
to identify traffic flow patterns and provides real-time feedback to vehicles. This prevents
traffic congestion, improves road safety, and makes overall traffic smoother. The V2V plays
an essential role in enabling autonomous vehicles to operate by exchanging information
with surrounding vehicles. This technology prevents collisions and optimizes driving
routes by sharing data such as distance, speed, and driving direction between vehicles.
Despite its benefits, the V2V has several limitations. First, the communication range is
dependent on the distance to surrounding vehicles, and information exchange with vehicles
outside a certain range is impossible. Second, in vehicle-dense areas, connection problems
may occur due to signal interference or data overload. Third, it is difficult to determine the
traffic flow of the entire road using the V2V alone.

To overcome these limitations, we suggest traffic control using the proposed PVD: road
balance. The proposed PVD provides extensive traffic data and road condition information
through an RSU, which complements the range and reliability limitations of the V2V.
Additionally, by using simulation to integrate and analyze data collected from the V2V and
the V2I, more accurate and comprehensive traffic situation recognition is possible. This
leads to reduced traffic congestion, improved safety, and increased efficiency of the overall
transportation system. Accordingly, we propose methods to solve the traffic congestion
problem by combining the simulation environment and RSUs. To this end, we consider the
following major factors:

How vehicles can reduce traffic congestion on the road network.
Advantages in terms of traffic management of RSUs using the simulator.
Limitations of the V2V.

To satisfy these factors, we analyze the technical characteristics of autonomous vehicles,
the applicability of digital twins, and the role of RSUs. We also consider how these
technologies can solve traffic congestion problems. In this paper, we evaluate the practical
applicability and limitations of these technologies and propose practical strategies and
measures to mitigate traffic congestion.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work. Section 3
discusses the BSM and proposed PVD. Section 4 experiments with two environments, the
straight road and traffic circle road. Section 5 discusses future works. Section 6 concludes
this paper.

2. Related Works
2.1. Digital Twins

There are several research efforts that utilize digital twins in industry, medical, cyber
security, etc. X. Sun et al. [17] proposed assembly-commissioning using a digital twin to im-
prove manufacturing efficiency and quality of high-precision products. They virtually mod-
eled the manufacturing process using a digital twin and proved its efficiency by comparing
the existing manual assembly method with the proposed method. C.-K. Wen et al. [18]
proposed a method for predicting the fatigue life of mechanical structures using a digital
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twin. They digitally reproduced the physical characteristics and operating environment of
an off-road vehicle as a test case, compared the actual stress values of the physical system
with the predicted stress values of the digital model, and proved the accuracy and reliabil-
ity of the digital twin-based prediction model. Y. Liu et al. [19] proposed the CloudDTH
framework that can provide efficient medical services by combining a digital twin with
the healthcare field. In addition, a simulation was performed to verify the feasibility of
the proposed framework, proving that it is effective in optimizing medical scheduling and
medical resource allocation. They discussed the diversity of uses of digital twins, which is
focused on platform construction and data monitoring. Kandasamy et al. [20] built a digital
twin for a testbed for training and testing cyber-attacks to solve potential security problems
in the smart grid of cyber-physical systems and presented a case study. They proposed
cybersecurity testing using digital twins. Almeaibed et al. [21] proposed a method to
enhance safety and security by utilizing a digital twin in the field of autonomous vehicles.
They simulated the operation of autonomous vehicles, computer systems, and networks
and conducted an empirical case study. They also simulated the actions an autonomous
vehicle might take in various road conditions and situations and identified and resolved
potential safety issues.

2.2. Reducing Traffic Congestion Methods

Several research efforts have been made to utilize various methods for reducing traffic
congestion on the road. Zhang et al. [22] explored a predictive intelligent transportation
system to alleviate traffic congestion in the Internet of vehicles environment, utilizing ad-
vanced sensor technology and AI algorithms for traffic prediction and management. Rocha
Filho et al. [23] investigated enhancing intelligence in traffic management systems to ad-
dress vehicle traffic congestion problems in smart cities, focusing on improving traffic flow
through intelligent algorithms and data analysis. Quessada et al. [24] introduced ITSMEI,
an intelligent transport system designed for monitoring traffic and event information,
utilizing real-time data for effective traffic management and prediction. Brennand et al. [25]
proposed a fog-enabled intelligent transportation system aimed at reducing traffic jams
by combining real-time data processing with traffic management to optimize traffic flow.
Bauza et al. [26] presented a method for traffic congestion detection in large-scale scenar-
ios using vehicle-to-vehicle communications, collecting and analyzing extensive vehicle
network data. Aleko et al. [27] developed an efficient adaptive traffic light control system
for urban road traffic congestion reduction in smart cities, adjusting traffic light timings
based on road conditions. Manoj Kumar et al. [28] explored traffic congestion control,
synchronization, and rerouting using LoRa technology, enabling efficient communication
across extensive traffic networks. Pan et al. [29] developed proactive vehicular traffic
rerouting methods for lower travel time, analyzing road conditions and traffic flow data
to provide optimal routes. Meneguette et al. [30] conducted experiments to increase in-
telligence in inter-vehicle communications to reduce traffic congestion in both urban and
highway environments, improving traffic efficiency through information sharing among
vehicles. Liu et al. [31] investigated secure intelligent traffic light control using fog com-
puting to enhance security and efficiency in traffic systems, improving the performance of
traffic systems.

The dynamic field of traffic management, especially with the integration of au-
tonomous vehicles, brings into focus foundational theories. Theories such as those explored
by Roughgarden, T. [32] delved into the price of anarchy and efficiency losses within traffic
systems due to individualistic driving behaviors. Similarly, research by Correa, J.R. et al. [33]
provided an in-depth analysis of self-interested routing behaviors and their impact on
systemic traffic flow inefficiencies. This research illuminates the inherent challenges in
managing traffic systems where autonomous and human-driven vehicles coexist. While
our research does not directly replicate the methodologies of Roughgarden, T., and/or
Correa, J.R., their findings serve as a theoretical backdrop against which our investigation
is framed. This research explores how these concepts apply in the context of roadside
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units (RSUs) and their potential to mitigate congestion, thereby extending these theoretical
models into practical traffic management solutions.

Additionally, our paper is mindful of the environmental impacts associated with
driving behaviors, specifically focusing on the implications of frequent braking. Research
by Jereb, B. et al. [34], ‘Traffic congestion and its effect on fuel consumption’, emphasizes
the direct connection between erratic driving patterns and increased fuel consumption and
emissions. This relationship between traffic management strategies and environmental
sustainability underpins our investigation, demonstrating the need for efficient traffic
systems that also consider ecological impacts.

3. Basic Safety Messages and Probe Vehicle Data

This section describes BSM and PVD messages for vehicles and infrastructures.

3.1. Basic Safety Messages (BSMs)

BSM is a message used for driving negotiations in connected and autonomous vehicles.
Table 1 shows the BSM specifications required by the J2735 standard [14]. As shown in
Table 1, the messages are largely classified into BSM Part 1 and Part 2. BSM stands for
basic safety message and refers to the basic message used for safety while driving. BSM
Part 1 is the minimum data essential for safety, and BSM Part 2 is data that guarantee
scalability. The explanation based on data elements in BSM PART 1 is as follows. MsgCount
provides a sequence number within a message stream from the same sender. Latitude is
the geographical latitude of the vehicle, expressed in 31 bits in units of 1/10 micro degrees.
Elevation indicates the vehicle location based on geographic altitude and WGS-84 [35].
SemiMajorAxisOrientation represents the direction of the object. Heading uses WGS-84 as
the direction of the object and increases clockwise with north as 0. In addition, there are
various messages in BSM Part 1. BSM Part 2 can be expanded and used with abnormal
event flag data that may occur in objects.

Table 1. BSM in J2735 standard [14].

Message Parameter Message Type Data Frame Data Element

packet_time

BSM Part 1

Mac_address

Message_count MsgCount

BSM_lat Latitude

BSM_lon Longitude

BSM_elev Elevation

BSM_accuraacy_semiMajor

PositionalAccuracy

semiMajorAxisAccuracy

BSM_accuraacy_semiMinor semiMinorAxisAccuracy

BSM_accuraacy_orientation SemiMajorAxisOrientation

BSM_speed(m/s) speed

BSM_heading Heading

BSM_angle SteeringWheelAngle

BSM_accelset_lat

AccelerationSet4Way

Acceleration

BSM_accelset_lon Acceleration

BSM_accelset_vert VerticalAcceleration

BSM_accelset_yaw YawRate
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Table 1. Cont.

Message Parameter Message Type Data Frame Data Element

BSM_breakes_WheelBrakes

BSM Part 1

BrakeSystemStatus

BrakeAppliedStatus

BSM_breakes_traction TractionContralStatus

BSM_breakes_antiLockBreakes AntiLockBrakeStatus

BSM_breakes_scs StabilityControlStatus

BSM_breakes_breakBoost BrakeBoostApplied

BSM_breakes_auxBrakes AuxiliaryBrakeStatus

BSM_size_width
VehicleSize

VehicleWidth

BSM_size_length VehicleLength

Event_message BSM Part 2 VehicleSafetyExtensions

eventHazardLights
eventStopLineViolation

eventABSactivated
eventTractionControlLoss

eventStabilityControlactivated
eventHazardousMaterials

eventReserved1
eventHardBraking

eventLightsChanged
eventWipersChanged

eventFlatTire
eventDisabledVehicle

eventAirBagDeployment

3.2. Probe Vehicle Data (PVD)

PVD play a critical role in providing real-time traffic conditions and road environment
information by utilizing data collected from vehicles. Table 2 outlines the specifications
for PVD messages, which bear similarities to BSMs. In our system, BSMs transmitted by
vehicles are collected by RSUs, eliminating the need for vehicles to generate separate PVD.
Consequently, PVD are utilized by RSUs as a basis for delivering messages to vehicles and
facilitating I2V communications. Leveraging the newly proposed PVD specifications, we
aim to enhance vehicle control mechanisms.

Table 2. PVD in J2735 standard [14].

Message Parameter Message
Type Data Frame Data Element

probeID
name

PVD

Device ID, Version

temporary id Device temporary ID

startVector

utcTime YY/MM/DD/HH/MM/SS Current UTC time

long Current longitude

lat Current latitude

elevation Current elevation

heading Current vehicle heading direction

speed
transmission Current transmission state

speed Current speed

posAccuracy Current GPS accuracy

vehicleType
vehicleType Vehicle type

vehicleClass Vehicle class
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Table 2. Cont.

Message Parameter Message
Type Data Frame Data Element

snapshots

thePosition

utcTime

PVD

UTC time at the time of collection

long Longitude at the time of collection

lat Latitude at the time of collection

elevation Elevation at the time of collection

heading Vehicle heading direction at the
time of collection

transmission Transmission state at the time of collection

speed Speed at the time of collection

posAccuracy GPS accuracy at the time of collection

safetyExt events Vehicle Event

HazardLights
StopLineViolation

ABSactivated
TractionControlLoss

StabilityControlactivated
HazardousMaterials

Reserved (U-tern)
HardBraking

LightsChanged
WipersChanged

FlatTire
DisabledVehicle

AirBagDeployment

dataSet

exteriorlights

lightBar

brakeStatus

steeringWheelangle

yawrate

throttlePos

GNSSStatus

Unavailable
isHealthy

isMonitored
baseStationType
aPDOpofUnder5
inVewOfUnder5

loclaCorrectioinsPresent
networkCorrectioinsPresent

Proposed
message set

Road Balance

deceleration 0/1

acceleration 0/1

stopYield 0/1

approval 0/1

queue 4bit

The proposed road balance message has five items. These three items, “deceleration”,
“acceleration”, and “stopYield”, adjust the vehicle’s speed. “stopYield” can be useful for
vehicles waiting when an emergency vehicle approaches and when cooperating. “approval”
and “queue” are the information needed for negotiation. “approval” can give priority
information when intervening. “queue” can also be numerically specified for vehicles trying
to enter. The RSU only provides information, and the choice is made by an autonomous
vehicle or person. Therefore, there is no need to specifically mention detailed speed.

The proposed road balance message field is an essential message for cooperative
driving between vehicles, so it is defined as follows. PVD has a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) to check for errors [36], but it can only confirm that data corruption has occurred.
Therefore, we benchmarked the method used by the IR remote system [37,38] to reliably
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send this message. This message consists of a simple binary system (‘yes’ or ‘no’) encapsu-
lated within 1 byte; however, to ensure accuracy, an additional byte for data verification
(inverted data) is included, doubling its size to 2 bytes. For example, if the 1-byte data of
road balance is “0010 0011”, it means to stop to give way and pass after a total of three cars
have passed. Including the inverted data, the message “00100011 11011100 (Hexadecimal:
23DC)” is sent.

Since the scenarios discussed in Section 4 cannot be fully replicated in the simulator,
these messages will be implemented in real-world settings through edge computers and
OBU/OBD systems. It is essential to understand that BSMs and PVD serve merely as
messages; the actual vehicles and their operators must be equipped and prepared to
interpret and act upon these communications effectively.

Moreover, it is crucial to acknowledge that the implementation of BSMs and PVD is
not compulsory. The underlying philosophy is not to control vehicles and their occupants
like marionettes but to offer them informed choices. The adoption and execution of BSMs
and PVD should ideally be underpinned by a framework of human ethics. Nevertheless,
there are special considerations for emergency vehicles or situations, which may necessitate
a more prescriptive approach due to legal requirements and the imperative of public safety.

4. Vehicle Cutting in Experiment and Evaluation to Reduce Traffic Congestion

In this section, we use experiments with events that may occur on the Korean roads
designed. We propose lane change restrictions based on density. Figure 2 shows the
experimental environment. In a PC environment, the CPU is i5-10400 and the RAM is
16GB. The operating system is Windows 10 environment. The version of CANoePro is
Build 15.4.35 (64bit). The configured RT kernel is windows-x86.
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Korean roads have a speed limit of 110 km/h on expressways, and the average speed
is 80 km/h. The legal limit for driving in the city is 50 km/h, and in child protection
areas, drivers must drive at a speed of 30 km/h or less. We considered two roads, as
shown in Figure 3. The road in Figure 3a is heavily congested during rush hour and was
considered to facilitate the flow of vehicles. The road in Figure 3b is a traffic circle road, a
road in the city where traffic is paralyzed and concessions are prioritized. Thus, the roads
in Figure 3a,b are abstracted into the simulation represented in Figure 3c,d.
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Each experiment was conducted multiple times to ensure reliability and reproducibility.
However, it is important to note that simulating a vehicle’s behavior randomly can seldom
replicate real road conditions accurately due to inherent randomness. While introducing
entropy into the simulation can create scenarios closer to reality, perfectly mirroring actual
road environments remains challenging. Consequently, we focused on analyzing ten
data sets where vehicle distribution was uniform, deeming this approach as the most
representative of meaningful traffic conditions.

From these data, we were able to calculate vehicle densities and observe scenarios
where the behavior of one vehicle significantly impacted two or more vehicles. It is crucial
to mention that the operational parameters of RSUs, including density thresholds, can
vary depending on specific road conditions. While our experiments primarily illustrate
cases where one vehicle influences two others, the thresholds could be adjusted to reflect
the influence on three or more vehicles, demonstrating the RSUs’ adaptability to different
traffic scenarios.

In this paper, we emphasize the potential application of these findings rather than
prescribing fixed thresholds for RSUs. This approach underscores the flexibility and adapt-
ability required in real-world implementations, allowing for a more nuanced understanding
and application of RSU-based traffic management systems.
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simulator; (d) traffic circle road in simulator.

4.1. Straight Road

The length of the road is 700 m, and it is set to have a total of four lanes. Each RSU
operates within a coverage area that has a diameter of 700 m. This does not refer to the
length of the road but to the diameter of the coverage area. The road, while having a length
of 700 m, comprises four lanes, but this detail does not extend the road’s physical length, it
merely specifies its width and capacity. The size of the vehicle is generally set to 5 m ∗ 2 m.
In this paper, a total of 10, 15, and 20 vehicles were experimented to observe the variation
in road density. Road density, defined as Vdensity, is calculated by considering the total
length of all vehicles on the road and comparing it to the total road area. Given that the
length and lanes of the road are fixed at 700 m and four lanes, respectively, the total road
area is 2800 m2. The calculation of the Vdensity, as shown in Equation (1), considers the
ratio of the combined length of all vehicles to the total road area.

Vdensity(%) =
Lengthvehicle (m) ∗ Vehicles

LengthRoad (m) ∗ Lanes
∗ 100, (1)

In this experiment, road density was measured with varying numbers of vehicles:
1.79% with 10 vehicles, 2.68% with 15 vehicles, and 3.57% with 20 vehicles. As depicted in
Figure 4, the graph demonstrates the speed and time values for a scenario where Vehicle 1
accelerates and changes lanes ahead of Vehicle 7. Notably, when Vehicle 7 decelerated, it
did not significantly impact the speeds of other vehicles. In contrast, Vehicle 1’s actions
led to a considerable decrease in Vehicle 7’s speed, specifically a 42.39% reduction. This
dynamic is encapsulated in Equation (2), where Dvehicle signifies the rate of deceleration
relative to the initial speed. Additionally, the average rate of deceleration is calculated
as per Equation (3), denoted as DAvehicle. This experiment also observed that vehicles
maintaining a constant speed experienced a 7.2% speed reduction when influenced by a
leading vehicle’s actions, requiring approximately 3 s to adjust to the new average speed.

The first scenario, the demonstration of the straight road: 10 vehicles, is available
at https://youtu.be/x8Pa4uhaYG4 (Video S1: accessed on 26 February 2024) with addi-
tional multimedia.

https://youtu.be/x8Pa4uhaYG4
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Dvehicle(%) =
Previous speed − Current speed

Previous speed
∗ 100, (2)

DAvehicle(%) =
Steady previous speed − Steady current speed

Steady previous speed
∗ 100, (3)
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Figure 4. Speed of 10 vehicles on the straight road.

Figure 5 depicts a scenario where Vehicle 1 merges in front of Vehicle 8 at the same
speed. According to Equations (2) and (3), the deceleration rate Dvehicle for Vehicle 8 is
calculated as 48.4%, while its average deceleration DAvehicle is 0% (excluding any increase
in speed). The Vdensity in this scenario is 2.68%, and it is observed that this merging
event does not significantly affect the speeds of vehicles other than Vehicle 8. However, in
comparison to the situation with ten vehicles, it takes roughly 17 s for Vehicle 8 to return to
its original speed after being overtaken.

The second scenario, the demonstration of the straight road: 15 vehicles, is avail-
able at https://youtu.be/UEBA_tXFDn0 (Video S2: accessed on 26 February 2024) with
additional multimedia.
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Figure 6 illustrates a scenario where Vehicle 1 merges in front of Vehicle 7. In the
case of 20 vehicles, two vehicles stand out: Vehicle 9 and Vehicle 10. Vehicle 9 exhibits an
unusual acceleration in the simulation, but this does not affect Vehicles 1 and 7. Vehicle
10, following behind Vehicle 7, is impacted by this maneuver. Both Vehicle 7 and Vehicle
10 demonstrate similar rates of deceleration. It is observed that when the Vdensity reaches
3.57%, a vehicle influences not only the immediately following vehicle but also at least two
subsequent vehicles in the traffic flow.

In this case, the RSU sends a PVD message to Vehicle 1. PVD messages use the message
format proposed in Section 3. Approval is being withheld, as it may cause traffic congestion
for Vehicle 1 negotiating the drive. Road balance data of “0000 0000 1111 1111 (Hex: 00FF)”
are created.

The third scenario, the demonstration of the straight road: 20 vehicles, is available
at https://youtu.be/2AasRGu54to (Video S3: accessed on 26 February 2024) with addi-
tional multimedia.
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lengths of the two circular roads. Therefore, the Vdensity is calculated to be 15.06%. 

In a simulation environment, just like in the real world, vehicles tend to drive freely 
unless specific rules are defined. As seen in Figure 8, among the vehicles driving on the 
traffic circle road, Vehicle 10 is observed to wait for an extended period. While the typical 
stop time when entering this road is less than two seconds, Vehicle 10 stops for about five 
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Figure 9b, is waiting because a green vehicle cuts in front of it. Although the purple vehicle 
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4.2. Traffic Circle Road

Figure 7 shows the traffic circle road. Since it is circular, the length of the road can be
determined by the circumference of the circle, which is calculated as 2πr. This road has
two lanes; the outer lane has a length of 131.95 m, and the inner lane is 100.53 m. The
calculation of road density on this traffic circle road, as shown in Figure 7, is distinct from
that of a straight road, as discussed in Section 4.1. Rather than considering the total number
of vehicles in the experiment (10, 15, and 20 vehicles), it specifically focuses on the vehicles
present within the circle.

https://youtu.be/2AasRGu54to
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As shown in Figure 11a, the Vdensity is calculated to be 27.96%. In Figure 10, it is 
observed that both Vehicles 10 and 11 stop for approximately three seconds. Upon closer 
examination, there are two cases to consider, but a different scenario from the first exper-
iment emerges. In Figure 11b, an olive-colored vehicle is seen changing lanes and exiting, 
during which a yellow vehicle comes to a stop. 

Figure 7. Length of the traffic circle road.

The maximum vehicle density on the traffic circle road, as shown in Figure 9a, is seven
vehicles. Like Equation (1), the denominator for the calculation is the sum of the lengths of
the two circular roads. Therefore, the Vdensity is calculated to be 15.06%.

In a simulation environment, just like in the real world, vehicles tend to drive freely
unless specific rules are defined. As seen in Figure 8, among the vehicles driving on the
traffic circle road, Vehicle 10 is observed to wait for an extended period. While the typical
stop time when entering this road is less than two seconds, Vehicle 10 stops for about five
seconds. Upon investigation, it is revealed that Vehicle 10, shown as the purple vehicle in
Figure 9b, is waiting because a green vehicle cuts in front of it. Although the purple vehicle
is the last and thus does not cause a blockage, such behavior could lead to traffic congestion.

The fourth scenario, the demonstration of the traffic circle road: 10 vehicles, is available
at https://youtu.be/RWDm2W8q9Rw (Video S4: accessed on 26 February 2024) with
additional multimedia.
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exceeding 3.57% may lead to lane-changing maneuvers that potentially disrupt other ve-
hicles. 

The sixth scenario, the demonstration of the traffic circle road: 20 vehicles, is available 
at https://youtu.be/pjdBUt2MUPk (Video S6: accessed on 26 February 2024) with addi-
tional multimedia. 

Traffic circle roads are not primarily designed for areas with heavy traffic. However, 
in situations where their use is unavoidable in high-traffic environments, it becomes nec-
essary to manage access effectively. PVD message, as introduced in Section 3, plays a cru-
cial role in this context. It enables controlled vehicle entry into the traffic circle road by 

Figure 9. Ten vehicles on the traffic circle road. (a) Maximum vehicles on the road; (b) non-yielding
vehicles on the road.

As shown in Figure 11a, the Vdensity is calculated to be 27.96%. In Figure 10, it
is observed that both Vehicles 10 and 11 stop for approximately three seconds. Upon
closer examination, there are two cases to consider, but a different scenario from the first
experiment emerges. In Figure 11b, an olive-colored vehicle is seen changing lanes and
exiting, during which a yellow vehicle comes to a stop.

The fifth scenario, the demonstration of the traffic circle road: 15 vehicles, is avail-
able at https://youtu.be/U2ny-uFJDnw (Video S5: accessed on 26 February 2024) with
additional multimedia.
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Figure 11. Fifteen vehicles on the traffic circle road. (a) Maximum vehicles on the road; (b)lane-
changing vehicle on the road.

In Figure 13a, the Vdensity is calculated at 34.41%. As shown in Figure 12, it is evident
that during rush hour, a significant number of vehicles contribute to traffic congestion. Similar
to the straight road experiment, as the number of vehicles increases, the Vdensity exceeding
3.57% may lead to lane-changing maneuvers that potentially disrupt other vehicles.

The sixth scenario, the demonstration of the traffic circle road: 20 vehicles, is avail-
able at https://youtu.be/pjdBUt2MUPk (Video S6: accessed on 26 February 2024) with
additional multimedia.

Traffic circle roads are not primarily designed for areas with heavy traffic. However, in
situations where their use is unavoidable in high-traffic environments, it becomes necessary
to manage access effectively. PVD message, as introduced in Section 3, plays a crucial role
in this context. It enables controlled vehicle entry into the traffic circle road by monitoring
the volume of traffic within. PVD message facilitates this by providing queue information
to the vehicles, indicating when it is appropriate to enter. Due to the rapid exchange of PVD
messages, vehicles can promptly receive updates on queue changes and acknowledgments
for entry. For instance, a high vehicle count on the traffic circle triggers the creation of
a road balance message “0010 0011 1101 1100 (HEX: 23DC)”, signaling restricted entry.
As traffic decreases, the queue shortens, eventually allowing new entries, denoted by a
queue message of ‘0000’. Consequently, a road balance message “0101 0000 1010 1111
(HEX: 50AF)” indicates that a vehicle is cleared to accelerate and enter the traffic circle.
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and practical barriers to mandating such measures. 

In response to these challenges, we are planning to develop a low-power notification 
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to generate BSM-like information and deliver essential notifications, offering a potential 
alternative to direct PVD messages. 

Looking ahead, our initiatives will focus on leveraging AI-driven techniques to iden-
tify and mitigate unusual driving behaviors, thereby enhancing road safety for all. By do-
ing so, we aim to address the diverse needs of the current vehicular landscape, ensuring 
our solutions are both effective and inclusive. 

In terms of security, we are exploring multiple avenues. Firstly, we are investigating 
cryptographic communication among the RSUs and vehicles based on IEEE 1609.2 stand-
ards, recognizing the necessity for encrypted exchanges. Secondly, we are addressing po-
tential vulnerabilities, such as jamming, by researching enhancements to RSU firewalls 
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roads, which not only validated the efficacy of RSUs in mitigating traffic density but also 
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significant advancement in our quest to streamline traffic management. This novel mes-
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changing vehicle on the road.

5. Future Works

We recognize that applying RSU-based traffic control to manage vehicle flow according
to origin, destination, and entry and exit times presents challenges, especially in a landscape
not dominated by autonomous vehicles. Therefore, while the integration of OBU or OBD
devices in legacy vehicles would enhance safety, we acknowledge the legal and practical
barriers to mandating such measures.

In response to these challenges, we are planning to develop a low-power notification
system for legacy vehicles that utilizes RSU-integrated cameras. This future system aims
to generate BSM-like information and deliver essential notifications, offering a potential
alternative to direct PVD messages.

Looking ahead, our initiatives will focus on leveraging AI-driven techniques to identify
and mitigate unusual driving behaviors, thereby enhancing road safety for all. By doing
so, we aim to address the diverse needs of the current vehicular landscape, ensuring our
solutions are both effective and inclusive.

In terms of security, we are exploring multiple avenues. Firstly, we are investigating
cryptographic communication among the RSUs and vehicles based on IEEE 1609.2 stan-
dards, recognizing the necessity for encrypted exchanges. Secondly, we are addressing
potential vulnerabilities, such as jamming, by researching enhancements to RSU firewalls
and communication systems. Lastly, we are in the process of designing an advanced con-
trol system capable of monitoring integrated security measures and maintaining system
integrity and availability.

6. Conclusions

By integrating roadside units (RSUs) with innovative communication protocols such as
basic safety messages (BSMs) and probe vehicle data (PVD), we have laid the groundwork
for a transformative approach to enhance traffic flow and safety. The cornerstone of our
findings lies in the detailed experiments conducted on both straight and traffic circle roads,
which not only validated the efficacy of RSUs in mitigating traffic density but also show-
cased their potential to alleviate congestion through strategic vehicular communication.

The introduction of the road balance message within the PVD framework marks
a significant advancement in our quest to streamline traffic management. This novel
message set, designed to negotiate vehicular movement and ensure cooperative driving,
has demonstrated its utility in effectively managing vehicle entry and movement within
traffic-heavy environments. Through our experiments, we observed that when vehicle
density reaches critical thresholds—3.57% on straight roads and 34.41% on traffic circle
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roads—the proactive intervention of RSUs becomes imperative to prevent congestion and
ensure smooth traffic flow.

This research underscores the imperative need for a symbiotic relationship between
technology and traffic management strategies. The proposed road balance message, by facil-
itating precise and dynamic control over vehicle movement, exemplifies how technological
innovation can lead to significant improvements in traffic efficiency and safety.

As we look to the future, it is clear that the journey towards optimizing traffic manage-
ment in the autonomous driving era is far from over. The legal and practical considerations
surrounding the implementation of OBU or OBD devices in legacy vehicles pose challenges
that warrant further investigation. Moreover, the development of a low-power notification
system for legacy vehicles represents a promising avenue for extending the benefits of our
proposed solutions to a broader spectrum of the vehicular landscape.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://youtu.be/x8Pa4uhaYG4,
Video S1: Straight Road: 10 Vehicles. The following are available online at https://youtu.be/
UEBA_tXFDn0, Video S2: Straight Road: 15 Vehicles. The following are available online at https:
//youtu.be/2AasRGu54to, Video S3: Straight Road: 20 Vehicles. The following are available online
at https://youtu.be/RWDm2W8q9Rw, Video S4: Traffic Circle Road: 10 Vehicles. The following
are available online at https://youtu.be/U2ny-uFJDnw, Video S5: Traffic Circle Road: 15 Vehicles.
The following are available online at https://youtu.be/pjdBUt2MUPk, Video S6: Traffic Circle Road:
20 Vehicles.
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